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This document has been prepared to assist solely in the marketing of this property. While all care 
has been taken to ensure the information provided herein is correct, we do not take responsibility 
for any inaccuracies. Interested parties should make their own enquiries to verify the information.

This amazing opportunity to own a residence in one of San 
Francisco’s beautiful, character rich Victorian properties is 
only available to the private market. In a picturesque three-
unit building, this lavish middle unit features soaring ceilings 
replete with ornate medallions adorning central light fixtures, 
all accented by splendid crown moulding characteristic of 
the property’s 1890 era. You’ll first notice these details in the 
front parlor where days may be spent reading in the alcove 
overlooking vibrant Noe Street through the bay windows. 
Nights may be spent enjoying the wood burning fireplace, 
which is flanked by built-in bookshelves complemented by 
the ornate mantle.

The front parlor’s pocket doors may be opened to flow 
through to the first of the unit’s three bedrooms, should 
you wish to lay in bed and enjoy the warmth of the fire or 
benefit from the parlor’s abundant natural light. You’ll find the 
second bedroom on your way to the dining room, which has 
been employed as a less formal sitting room than the front 
parlor, though its location leading to the open kitchen invites 
traditional use. 

Along with both bathrooms, the kitchen was graced with 
marble counters in 2015 bridging a modern sophistication 
with the home’s historical charm. The spacious, open kitchen 
has ample room for its own dining area where guests can 
gather while the abundant counter space is utilized for final 
preparations. The kitchen is complete with recently updated 
appliances, including stacked, front loading washer and dryer.
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Features & Updates
• Walker’s Paradise
• Well appointed, updated kitchen
• Light filled parlor with bay windows
• Wood burning fireplace
• Stunning character

Lifestyle & Location
You’ll be happily contained in this sumptuous home, but 
why would you want to simply stay home when you live 
within walking distance to Duboce Park and Market Street’s 
abundance of restaurants and nightlife, not to mention being 
a stone’s throw from local icons like the Castro Theater. With 
abundant options for public transportation and a walk score 
of 98, driving becomes optional if you’re lucky enough to call 
180 Noe home.


